
Referendum Question 3

Reality versus emotions



3 takeaways:
• Voting “No” does not mean keeping the 

status quo…it means give recent 
regulatory reforms and others time to 
take affect.

• Pursuit of Pine Tree represents an 
existential threat to climate and grid 
modernization goals.

• Pine Tree claims sound great to 
(rightfully) angry voters but either have 
no analytical foundation or their 
foundation is deeply flawed.

Question 3 - An alternative perspective



We all agree utility performance is poor
 
But it is a Self-Inflicted Wound

Performance-based ratemaking (PBR) is established in 13 states and 
about to be implemented in 5 more.

Maine has rejected performance-based ratemaking for the last 4 
years because of Pine Tree Power proponents

The first step in PBR reform was passed early last year over Pine 
Tree objections- just taking effect now

This first step needs time to take effect and more reforms are 
necessary



Maine’s climate and grid modernization 
initiatives would be indefinitely suspended

• There is a consensus that setting up Pine Tree will take 
at least 4 years (Pine Tree estimate), more likely 6 – 8 
years if it completes

• History on takeovers: 
• Long Island Power Authority - 13 years
• Boulder, CO – 10 years and failed to complete
• 8 sq mile suburb of Orlando – 6 years

• During set up period all climate initiatives that touch 
the grid and grid modernization fails.



Claim 1: 

Since consumer-owned utilities, on average, have better reliability and lower costs than investor-owned utilities, 
changing the ownership of Maine's IOUs into a COU will result in improved performance.

Claim 2:

Pine Tree will save customers $367 annually for 30 years, starting immediately.

Most voters are not equipped to discern fact 
from fiction.

So let’s take a look behind the curtain.

Pine Tree Power proponents' primary claims



If we were creating a new utility, COU is the way to go. But we are not.

Comparing existing consumer owned utilities (that average 24,000 customers and mostly urban) is 
making a false equivalence to the Frankenstein that Pine Tree Power would be. Like this:

Why? Differences in infrastructure, management, service territories, number of customers, topography, 
added costs of takeover.

Claim 1:
Since consumer-owned utilities (COUs), on average, have better reliability and lower costs than investor-owned 
utilities (IOUs), changing Maine's IOUs into a COU will result in improved performance.



• In1985, NY State began takeover of LILCO to form LIPA

• Thirteen years later, in 1998, LIPA came into existence

• LIPA has been run under contract (just like Pine Tree Power proposes 
to do) by three different investor-owned utilities:

• KeySpan Energy until 2007
• National Grid until 2014
• Public Service Electric and Gas since 2014

Reality:  
There is only one consumer owned utility comparable to Pine Tree 
Power Company-

The Long Island Power Authority



Long Island Power Authority

After 24 years of operation

• Residential rates are significantly higher than 
NY and NJ peers

• Commercial rates are near the highest in the 
country

• JD Powers consistently rates them at the 
bottom in their customer satisfaction index 
(just above CMP)

…and endless controversy and turmoil

• 2013 - LIPA Reform Act changes management and operator
• 2022 - study by Lazard for Long Island Association 

(Long Island’s Chamber of Commerce) recommends 
returning LIPA to private, investor-owned utility

• 2022 - LIPA Legislative Commission recommends 
restructuring 

• 2023- LIPA Legislative Commission recommendations on 
restructuring path rejected

• Public hearings continue
• Who knows what happens next?

Result: 37 years of ratepayer misery



Claim    
Pine Tree will save customers $367 annually for 30 years, starting immediately.



• Pine Tree Power has never done their own current, peer reviewed 
economic analysis of its costs or benefits that also incorporates 
uncertainty

• 4 years ago, Legislature hired London Economics International (LEI)  
to compare forecasted rates for Pine Tree (then the MPDA) with 
those of the IOUs out 30 years. 

• Pine Tree manipulated LEI’s model, put in unrealistic assumptions and 
calculated $9 billion savings over 30 years. $367 is the annual, per 
customer result.

• LEI’s – and Pine Tree’s - outdated model hypothesized a future 
scenario than bears no resemblance to the one we are currently 
navigating – graph shows savings in 2024

• Cost savings from cheaper borrowing is overwhelmed by the existing 
costs Pine Tree assumes, paying the for-profit company to run it, and 
the mortgage from the buyout

• Likely outcome: 
added costs to ratepayers between $2 and $5 billion

Claim    Reality
Pine Tree will save customers $367 annually 
for 30 years, starting immediately.



Ever single argument made by Our Power is similarly afflicted.

Are these arguments are just misinformed or are they misinformation?

The answer does not matter.  

The relevant question is:

Would you trust your utility to a group that would make such arguments?



To Conclude

You can have a consumer owned utility, but it comes with two conditions:

• Suspend all grid related climate and modernization initiatives that touch the grid for as 
long as a decade until it is in place 

• Pay a premium when it operates. 

Passing the referendum might be emotionally satisfying in the short term but a 
disaster for the State and our climate action plan for the long term. 

The regulatory path has its own set of uncertainties, will take time and will need further 
reforms, but it does not stall climate and grid modernization. It is the prudent path forward.

If regulation fails, we’re no worse than today. If Pine Tree fails, welcome to Long 
Island.

Vote “no on Question 3, give regulation time to work, and let your legislators know you 
are counting on them to continue to modernize our grid and reform the ways utilities are 
regulated.



Backup slides



• Because Pine Tree does not provide supply it has no control over the carbon content of supplied electricity.
• Solar delays are due to poor planning by the Legislature and would exist today if Pine Tree were in charge. Maine’s local 

grids were built to be one-way delivery systems, not multidirectional with local power sources.
• Solar developers pay for grid upgrades to connect, not ratepayers.
• A new large grid needs to be built regardless of ownership type.
• Grid modernization will be delayed for as long as the Pine Tree Power uncertainty period persists- as 

much as a decade – time we cannot afford.



EMEC, Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative, is 
the largest COU in Maine and most 
comparable to Pine Tree Power

The latest US DOE data (2021): 

Annual average number of outages per 
customer: 
CMP 2.040, Versant 1.973 and EMEC 5.107 

Average minutes of lost power per outage 
per customer: 
CMP 138.051, Versant 149.87, and EMEC 
171.140.

CMP is also better that the largest COUs in 
NH and VT.



• Nebraska had hundreds of municipal 
utilities and 42 investor owned 
utilities in 1933. Consolidation 
happened. 

• Most farmers and rural areas had no 
power- this was utility building from 
scratch 

• There is not one state-wide utility 
today - there are 14 municipal and 
cooperative utilities.

• Not remotely comparable to 
situation in Maine

• Nebraska’s electricity has the 9th 
highest carbon content of all states; 
Maine is #44

• Nebraska is the second least forested
state in the country –
Maine is the most forested – and that 
impacts reliability

• It’s 2023, not 1933



• Winter Park FL
• 8 flat square miles
• Suburb of Orlando
• 15,000 customers
• One of 7 towns that 

successfully seceded from 
their IOU, of the 62 that 
have tried since 2000

• Paid 5.5 times book value 
to incumbent utility

• Took 6 years

• Pine Tree Power
• 21,000 square miles
• 800,000 customers
• Mostly rural
• Likely to pay about 2 times 

book value from incumbent

• Is this really a serious 
comparison?



• Boulder spent 10 years and 
over $30 million and “paused” 
the effort to secede 
permanently.

• Boulder continues to be 
served by Xcel Energy, an IOU

• Xcel reduced their fossil 
generation to 20% by 2030 
because of multiple legislative 
actions over the last 10 years 
in the Colorado legislature, 
and the other 7 states Xcel 
Energy serves, as well as 
Colorado’s 2013 Climate 
Action Plan. 

• Boulder had virtually 
nothing to do with it.



LEI Model, acquisition cost twice book value

Pine Tree Power revision of LEI Model. acquisition cost twice book value



Uncertainty

Any analysis of costs MUST
address the wide range of possibilities
in every assumption.

Some examples of how small changes in 
variables can impact outcome.

(Red is cost to ratepayers)
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